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For Thinking Australians...
Even if Anna-Jane Cheney was murdered - and there is
enormous doubt surrounding that event - Henry Vincent Keogh
is innocent of that crime. His conviction on 23 August 1995 was
obtained by convincing a jury of a murder scenario which was
not "fairly open on the evidence".
It was a trial which unfairly and fraudulently allowed fabricated
statements and inexcusable perjury - a trial which repeatedly
shut out the truth. These facts have been known for more than
16 years.
In keeping with our international human rights obligations and
our own High Court decisions, the Supreme Court of South
Australia can no longer wilfully turn its back. It is obliged to set
aside Henry Keogh's conviction and enter a verdict of acquittal.
Until then he must remain innocent in the minds of all
Australians.

JUSTICE ENFORCEMENT
Revolution - Social Media
Events
Protection
Passive Combat
Royal Commission
Criminal Charges
Having read the Justice Enforcement program
and then the Reasons for Acquittal please
Contact Us, and together we will free an innocent
South Australian. This is a call to all Tweeters and
Facebook users, and a call to all Retirees
prepared to volunteer up to eight (8) hours a
week. Let us explain how you can be of invaluable
assistance.

Media Coverage
Check out the links for media coverage.
Today Tonight (video), 60 Minutes (video &
transcript), and 4 Corners (transcript) have each
produced television programs highlighting the
miscarriages of justice in the Henry Keogh case.

Mobile Advertisement

This could happen to you!...
Adelaide, South Australia.
An unfinished true story which began with all the elements
pointing to murder... The body of a young woman found dead
in her bath... A distraught fiancé... A grieving father's dislike of
his daughter's relationship... A conniving forensic pathologist and friend of the father - who fabricates the necessary
evidence to support a murder scenario.
But the cards were only just beginning to stack against
justice... A Coroner now orders the cremation of her body
before sufficient forensic testing could be carried out.
more...
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This mobile advertisement in support of justice for
Henry Keogh is on the passenger side of a truck
owned and driven by John Lewis.

